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Abstract
Object To evaluate whether the results of the health-related quality of life (HRQOL) is associated with the various clinical
aspects of intermittent exotropia in children.
Methods The HRQOL of children and their parents was evaluated prospectively using the Intermittent Exotropia
Questionnaire (IXTQ). The deviation angle, stereo function, sensory fusion, and strabismus control were measured.
Results Two hundred and sixty six children with intermittent exotropia (aged 5–17 years) were included in the study.
Child HRQOL was significantly correlated with clinical severity; lower IXTQ scores were associated with a larger deviation
(p < 0.001 both for distance and near) and poorer Newcastle control scores (p < 0.001). Proxy child HRQOL was sig-
nificantly correlated with the deviation (p < 0.001), Newcastle control scores (p < 0.001) and stereo function (p < 0.05).
Parent HRQOL was associated with their child’s deviation (p < 0.01) and stereo function (p < 0.005). Multiple linear
regression analysis suggested that the deviation angle at distance and the Newcastle control score at home were associated
with the child’s HRQOL.
Conclusion Both the child and their parents’ HRQOL showed a trend toward correlating with clinical severity. Large
deviation, poor control, and poor stereo function were significantly associated with lower IXTQ scores. The deviation angle
at distance and exotropia control at home were associated with the child’s HRQOL.

Introduction

Intermittent exotropia is a common form of strabismus [1]
that affects 3.3–3.9% of Chinese children [2, 3] and is one
of the most common forms of childhood strabismus in Asia
[4]. Patients may maintained with normal ocular alignment
and binocular sensory function, and the eyes would present
a divergent deviation accompanied with the loss of ste-
reoacuity when tired, inattentive or fixing at distance [5].
Patients with intermittent exotropia normally have variable
control and various deviation angles; it can also occur with
minimal deviation or sustained exotropia for a short period
[6–8]. In clinical practice, the angle of deviation,

stereoacuity, and control of the deviation angle or deviation
frequency have been commonly used to evaluate the
severity and progression of intermittent exotropia in chil-
dren [6]. Intermittent exotropia also causes a child’s parents
to worry about their visual perception and makes them
sensitive to others’ comments about their child’s eyes,
which affect the health-related quality of life (HRQOL) of
children as well as their parents [9, 10].

Even the questionnaires for quantifying HRQOL in
childhood intermittent exotropia, e.g., “shutting one eye when
sunny, waiting for their eyes to clear up, and worrying about
their eyes”, were designed to be clinically relevant [11, 12].
However, few studies have evaluated the correlation between
the severity of intermittent exotropia and HRQOL. In one
recent study by Lim et al. [13], child HRQOL did not cor-
relate with clinical severity. However, given the small sample
size (i.e., 63) and relatively narrow spectrum of severity of
intermittent exotropia in their study, whether HRQOL is
correlated with the clinical severity of this condition remains
uncertain. Moreover, whether the HRQOL of children and
their parents could be predicted based on the clinical eva-
luation of the intermittent exotropia remains unknown. For
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this reason, we conducted this prospective study to recruit a
large number of child intermittent exotropia patients. In this
study, we aim to assess the relationship between HRQOL and
the severity of intermittent exotropia.

In particular, we used the Intermittent Exotropia Ques-
tionnaire (IXTQ), a condition-specific questionnaire on
HRQOL for children with intermittent exotropia and their
parents [14], to determine whether there is a correlation
between HRQOL and the severity of intermittent exotropia
(i.e., angle of deviation, control and binocular vision) in
children with intermittent exotropia. Factors correlating
with patients’ HRQOL were also evaluated.

Materials and methods

Patients and methods

This prospective study recruited children with intermittent
exotropia at the Eye Hospital of Wenzhou Medical Uni-
versity. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) 5 to 17
years old when enrolled in the study; (2) intermittent exo-
tropia measured through the prism and alternate cover test
(PACT), which was not less than ten prism diopters (PD) at
near and at distance; (3) no “A”, “V” pattern or vertical
deviation; (4) best corrected visual acuity better than 20/30 in
each eye; (5) less than two lines of visual acuity difference.
Patients were excluded from the study if they had a history of
ocular surgery or strabismus surgery, vision training or
patching treatment, sensory or paralytic exotropia, nystagmus
or other conditions limiting ocular movement or associated
with facial deformities, neurologic disorders, or any sig-
nificant medical problems. This study was approved by the
Eye Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University Ethics Com-
mittee and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Hel-
sinki. All participants and their parents provided their written
or verbal informed consent to participate in this study, and the
ethics committees approved this consent procedure.

Sample size: Lim et al. [13] did not find significant
correlation between child HRQOL and clinical severity with
63 patients. We estimated the sample size for our study
before recruiting patients. This method assumes the
threshold of rejecting the null hypothesis (no correlation)=
0.05 and the probability of failing to reject the null
hypothesis under the alternative hypothesis= 0.1, we
expect to observe a correlation with the correlation coeffi-
cient of at least 0.2. According to previous described
methods [15], the minimum number of patients should be
computed as:

N ¼ Zα þ Zβ
Cr

� �2

þ3;

where Zα and Zβ are the standard normal deviate of α and β,
and Cr ¼ 0:5ln 1þr

1�r

� �
Substitute α, β and r with 0.05, 0.1 and

0.2, respectively, we have N= 259.
So, we decided to recruit 260 patients and in the end of

the study, the actual number of subjects was 266, recruited
between July 1, 2016 and August 31, 2017.

Assessment of the severity of intermittent exotropia

The severity of intermittent exotropia in our patients was
assessed by the size of deviation, binocular function
(including sensory fusion and stereoacuity), and the control of
the deviation [6]. Ocular deviation was measured using PACT
at 5m (for distance) and 40 cm (for near). Sensory fusion was
tested using the Worth 4 dot test at 40 cm (near) and 5m
(distance) and was classified as normal (without suppression
or diplopia) or abnormal (suppression or diplopia). Stereoa-
cuity was tested using TNO stereopsis tests at near (40 cm)
and at distance using an Optec 3500 (Stereo optical, CO.,
INC., Chicago, IL). Stereoacuity at near and distance was
classified as normal (<100 s arc), subnormal stereo (120–800
s arc) or none (>800 s arc or without) [16]. The control of
deviation was quantified by the Newcastle control score
which has been shown to correlate with disease severity
[17, 18]. In particular, Newcastle control scores for home
(0= never, 1 ≤ 50% distance, 2 ≥ 50% distance, 3 ≥ 50%
distance and near) and for office at distance and near (0=
immediate realignment, 1= realign with blink or fixation,
2= remain manifest or manifest spontaneously) were asses-
sed [17]. The Newcastle control scores of all patients were
examined at near (40 cm) and distance (5m) by the
same investigator (WYY) during the study. The sum of the
Newcastle scores for home and office [17, 18] was used as the
quality of deviation control for further analysis.

Assessment of HRQOL

All children and their parents were asked to complete the
IXTQ [10, 14, 19]. The typical IXTQ includes the following
sections: one for children only (i.e., the Child scale), another
for the parents about the child (i.e., the proxy scale) and the
last for the parents about themselves (i.e., the Parent scale).
For each question, a five-point Likert-type scale is used for
the following individual responses: never (score 100), almost
never (75), sometimes (50), often (25), and almost always (0).
However, for the child IXTQ (5–7 years), only three levels
are used as follows: not at all (100), sometimes (50), and a lot
(0). The final IXTQ score for each participant is calculated as
the mean of all items, which ranges from 0 to 100 (worst to
best HRQOL) [14, 19].

During our assessment of HRQOL, the children and
their parents finished the test separately without any
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communication (verbal or nonverbal) between them.
Questionnaires were self-administered with written
instructions and were supervised by the same investigator
(WYY). If the child or his/her parents had some problems in
understanding the questionnaire, a verbal interview was
conducted without any explanation or elaboration [14, 19].

Statistical analysis

The results of patients with different genders or different
sensory fusion levels were compared using the two-tailed
independent samples t-test. Patients with differences in stereo
function were compared using one-way analysis of variance.
Correlations between IXTQ scores and the angle of deviation
or Newcastle control scores were evaluated with the Pearson’s
correlation. The relationship between strabismus character-
istics and demographics with IXTQ scores was assessed with
a generalized linear model. All statistics were analyzed using
the SPSS 19.0 software package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). P-values < 0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Summarized results

Table 1 summarizes the results and clinical details of the
266 patients included in the study. There was no significant
correlation between patients’ age and their deviations at
distance (r= 0.09, p= 0.15), at near (r= 0.03, p= 0.68) or
Newcastle control scores (r= 0.47, p= 0.47). The devia-
tions at distance (t= 0.80, p= 0.43) or near (t= 0.22, p=
0.83) were also not significantly different between genders.
The averaged IXTQ scores were 66.0 ± 17.8 (0–100) for the
child scale, 68.9 ± 17.6 (2.1–100) for the proxy scale and
43.4 ± 21.9 (0–96.7) for the parent scale.

Correlation between HRQOL and the severity of
intermittent exotropia

Figure 1 shows the relationships between the Child IXTQ
scores and deviations at distance (Fig. 1a) or near (Fig. 1b).

Table 1 Summarized results of
patients

Number

Demographics

Age (years) 5–17, (9.9 ± 3.0)

Gender Boy 144 (54%)

Girl 122 (46%)

Family history of strabismus Yes 42 (15.8%)

No 224 (84.2%)

Accompanying parent Mothers 114 (43%)

Fathers 112 (42%)

Guardian 40 (15%)

Strabismus measurement

Deviation (prism diopters, PD) Distance 10–84 (29.5 ± 11.5)

Near 10–84 (32.5 ± 11.0)

Binocular Function Stereoacuity Distance Normal (<100 s arc), 50 (18.8%)

Subnormal (120–480 s arc) 44 (16.5%)

None (>480 s arc) 172 (64.7%)

Near Normal (<100 s arc) 78 (29.3%)

Subnormal (120–480 s arc) 125 (47%)

None (>800 s arc) 63 (23.7%)

Normal 97 (36.5%)

Sensory fusion Distance Abnormal (suppression or diplopia) 169 (63.5%)

Near Normal 180 (67.7%)

Abnormal (suppression or diplopia) 86 (32.3%)

Control of deviation

Newcastle home control score 0 (Never) 147 (55.3%)

1 (≤50% distance) 71 (26.7%)

2 (≥50% distance) 48 (18%)

3 (≥50% distance and near) 0 (0%)

Newcastle office control at distance 0 (Immediate realignment) 63 (23.7%)

1 (Realign with blink or fixation) 81 (30.5%)

2 (Remain manifest or manifest spontaneously) 122 (45.8%)

Newcastle office control at near 0 (Immediate realignment) 95(35.7%)

1 (Realign with blink or fixation) 102 (38.3%)

2 (Remain manifest or manifest spontaneously) 69 (26%)
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A larger deviation apparently resulted in a poorer child
IXTQ score (for distance, r= 0.51, p < 0.001; for near
degree, r= 0.43, p < 0.001). Moreover, poorer Newcastle
control scores were associated with lower child IXTQ
scores (r= 0.47, p < 0.01) (Fig. 1c). There was a significant
effect in the child IXTQ scores for the near stereo function
(F= 3.45, p= 0.03) but not for the distance stereo function
(F= 0.96, p= 0.38). No significant difference in the child
IXTQ scores was found between the sensory fusion (for
distance fusion, t= 0.62, p= 0.54; for near fusion, t= 1.87,
p= 0.063).

In Fig. 2, we plotted the proxy child IXTQ scores as a
function of the deviation angle at distance (Fig. 2a) and near
(Fig. 2b), as well as the Newcastle control scores (Fig. 2c).
Pearson correlation analysis showed a significant correla-
tion between the proxy child IXTQ scores and these mea-
sures of intermittent exotropia severity (for distance angle,
r= 0.52, p < 0.001; for near angle, r= 0.43, p < 0.001; for
the Newcastle control scores, r= 0.54, p < 0.001). Sig-
nificant difference was found in the proxy child IXTQ
scores between the difference stereo function (for distance
stereo function, F= 5.27, p= 0.006; for near stereo

function, F= 3.81, p= 0.023), as well as between patients’
sensory fusion (for distance sensory fusion, t= 2.69, p=
0.008; for near sensory fusion, t= 3.14, p= 0.002).

A weak but significant correlation was found between the
parent IXTQ scores and deviation at distance (Fig. 3a, r=
0.26, p < 0.01) and near (Fig. 3b, r= 0.26, p < 0.01), as well
as with the Newcastle control scores (Fig. 3c, r= 0.14, p=
0.028). There was a significant difference in the Parent
IXTQ scores between the children with different distance
stereo function (F= 7.18, p= 0.001) and near stereo
function (F= 3.14, p= 0.04), as well as between sensory
fusion for near fusion (t= 2.22, p= 0.027) but not for
distance fusion (t= 1.53, p= 0.13).

Relationship between child and parent scores

Pearson correlations also showed a significant correlation
between the child IXTQ scores and proxy child IXTQ
scores (r= 0.43, p < 0.001), between the parent IXTQ
scores and proxy child IXTQ scores (r= 0.44, p < 0.001)
and between the parent IXTQ scores and child IXTQ scores
(r= 0.29, p < 0.001).

Fig. 1 a Correlation of child HRQOL and deviation at distance. b Correlation of child HRQOL and deviation at near. c Correlation of child
HRQOL and Newcastle control score
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Factors associated with HRQOL

Based on the above mentioned analysis, we conducted
multivariate linear regression analysis to evaluate the factors
significantly associated with IXTQ scores. Deviation at
distance and Newcastle home control score were sig-
nificantly associated with child IXTQ scores and proxy
child IXTQ scores. The stereoacuity at distance and New-
castle home control score were significantly associated with
Parent IXTQ scores.

Discussion

In this study, we assessed the relationship between the
severity of intermittent exotropia and HRQOL in children.
Lower IXTQ scores were found in patients with the
increased severity of exotropia, including a larger deviation
angle, poorer control scores, and worse stereo function. In
multivariate linear regression analysis, the deviation angle
at distance and Newcastle control scores were significantly
associated with the child and proxy child scale. The

Newcastle control score and stereo function were associated
with the parent IXTQ scores. Furthermore, the Parent
HRQOL score was strongly correlated with the child
HRQOL and parent proxy HRQOL scores.

Our results are inconsistent with the findings of Lim et al.’s
recent report in which the Child IXTQ scores were not cor-
related with strabismus severity, i.e., the deviation, stereo
function, and Newcastle control scores [13]. Several reasons
might account for this difference between the two studies.
First, the correlation may not have been strong enough to be
captured by the small sample size (n= 63) in Lim et al.’s
study. Second, there is a difference in the severity of inter-
mittent exotropia between the two studies. The deviation
angle ranged from 10 to 84 PD at distance and near in our
study, while the deviation angle ranged from 14 to 60 PD at
distance and 1 to 53 PD at near in Lim et al.’s subjects. The
Newcastle control scores were equally distributed from “0” to
“2”, and the distribution of stereo function was relatively even
in our study (i.e., 30% of subjects had normal stereo function,
45% had subnormal, and 25% had no stereo function at near).
In contrast, the patients in Lim et al.’s study had more
homogeneity in terms of severity, e.g., ~90% of their patients

Fig. 2 a Correlation of proxy child HRQOL and deviation at distance. b Correlation of proxy child HRQOL and deviation at near. c Correlation of
proxy child HRQOL and Newcastle control score
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scored “1” or “0” on the office control score, and 71% sub-
jects had normal stereo function at near. In total, the different
sample size, different severity of the patients in the two stu-
dies may account for these inconsistencies.

The relationships between the size and control of
deviations with HRQOL are unsurprising as several pre-
vious studies also found that children with noticeable exo-
tropia received negative social reactions from their peers
[20–23] and were even subjected to negative social bias
from their teachers, with a negative impact on their edu-
cation and socialization [24]. Moreover, individuals with
larger deviation and worse control in exotropia had more
disturbances in visual performance, i.e., the size of exode-
viation was associated with the binocular interaction, as
well as the accommodative response during binocular
vision in intermittent exotropia [25].

We found that the proxy child HRQOL and parent
HRQOL were associated with the size of deviation and
control score. It was also supported by previous studies, as
from the parent’s prospective, the “comments from others”
and “worry about the surgery” were the most concerning to
the parents regarding their children’s intermittent exotropia

[10, 11].The parents may worry about the influence of the
social prejudice on their child, especially if the child’s
squinting is more pronounced and less controlled [13].

In a recent study, no consistent correlation was found
between the control, deviation angle and stereoacuity in
subjects with intermittent exotropia. The study suggested
that the role of exotropia control, stereoacuity and angle of
deviation in the diagnosis and management of intermittent
exotropia was still unclear [26]. Our study found a moderate
relationship between the deviation angle, control score,
stereoacuity, and HRQOL in children with intermittent
exotropia, as assessed by themselves and their parents. This
finding was supported by a previous study in which low
proxy IXTQ and parent HRQOL scores were associated
with the decision to perform surgery for children with
intermittent exotropia [27]. This result implied that objec-
tive clinical measurements could reflect the subjective
impact of the condition on patients and their parents. Fur-
thermore, the subjective evaluation of the patients may be
helpful for the management of intermittent exotropia.

Interestingly, in our study, patients’ stereoacuity and
sensory fusion played an important role in HRQOL for

Fig. 3 a Correlation of parent HRQOL and deviation at distance. b Correlation of parent HRQOL and deviation at near. c Correlation of parent
HRQOL and Newcastle control score
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both children and their parents. According to previous
studies, there might be some deficits in visual processing at
the cortical level in patients with intermittent exotropia.
For example, cortical activity dysfunction has been
observed in several regions, including the middle occipital
gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and lingual gyrus, in patients with
intermittent exotropia [28]. In addition, voxel-based mor-
phometry indicated impairment of the primary visual
cortex in intermittent exotropia [29]. All these results,
together with the tight link between stereopsis and
HRQOL observed here, indicated that in addition to
abnormal deviations, we should pay close attention to
deficits in visual cortical processing. In fact, a recent study
in surgically corrected intermittent exotropia found that the
sensory eye balance in binocular phase combination
remains abnormal [30].

Our study had some limitations. Stereoacuity, deviation,
and control are variable in intermittent exotropia [6, 8].
Only one evaluation of these measurements, including
exodeviation control, was obtained at each distance in the
study. The evaluation could be affected by the bias from
several sources. For example, the Newcastle control score
used in the study was assessed by the same investigator who
also evaluated the HRQOL. Some items included in the
Newcastle score were evaluated by the parents of the
patients. Other factors, such as the patients who may had
poorer binocular function as compared with previous study
[5], and the duration of the patients with the intermittent
exotropia may affect our measurement as well. Recent
studies have suggested using the Office Control Score for
IXT, which involves control evaluation by the physician
only in the office [31]. Previous studies have suggested that
performing three nonconsecutive measurements of exo-
tropia control and obtaining the mean of the three separate
measures to provide a more representative assessment of an
individual’s IXT control [7, 32]. Furthermore, a revised
Newcastle control score which changed score 7 to 9 by
adding score 3 for control evaluation in office [33], it would
be helpful for assessed the patients present manifest exo-
tropia spontaneously, especially for distance. The angle of
deviation was obtained by measuring the maximum devia-
tion through breaking fusion using PACT, which is differ-
ent from the manifest deviation through the simultaneous
prism and cover test. Thus, the results of the correlation
may be different between the deviation and HRQOL.
Finally, our results are not generalizable to all subjects with
intermittent exotropia because the subjects who participated
in this study were willing to seek treatment in the hospital,
which biases the quality of life evaluation. Subjects in our
study had worse binocular function, i.e., one quarter of
children assessed as no stereo function at near, which was
different with previous study reports, as Buck et al. reported
almost of their subjects aged ≥4 years had near stereo

function. It may be due to the deviation last time and the
methods of measurement for stereo function, as the Randot
stereo test was used in our study while the Frisby was used
in the Buck’s study [5]. Enrolling patients in an epide-
miological study may minimize the selection bias.

In conclusion, the HRQOL of both children and their
parents correlated with the severity of intermittent exo-
tropia. The larger deviation angle, poor control, and worse
stereo function may predict a more negative impact on
children and their parents’ lives.

Summary

What was known before

● Children with intermittent exotropia would experience a
negative impact on their health-related quality of life
(HRQOL). Few studies have evaluated the correlation
between the clinical severity and their HRQOL.
Whether HRQOL is correlated with the clinical severity
of this condition remains uncertain. Moreover, whether
the HRQOL of children and their parents could be
predicted based on the clinical evaluation of the
intermittent exotropia remains unknown.

What this study adds

● HRQOL of both children and their parents correlated
with the severity of intermittent exotropia. The larger
deviation angle, poor control, and worse stereo function
may predict a more negative impact on children and
their parents’ lives.
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